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“Beer is proof that God loves us and wants us to be happy” - Benjamin Franklin

From The Editor
Before you know it Christmas will be upon us along with the New Year, yes I
know! Where did that year go?
Parents will have been presented with the children’s Xmas wish list, which is
going to require a second mortgage to fulfil, you’ve just realised you are
going to have to buy a bigger oven to fit in the Turkey which a guy in the pub
had going cheap (no pun intended) and the in-laws have just announced
they are coming to your’s for Christmas dinner along with Great Aunt Sibyl
and her entourage of Pekinese.
Seriously readers, whatever this coming festive season has in store for you I
sincerely hope you all have a great time, drink sensibly, be safe and may we
all look forward to a good year ahead.

The Newark branch of CAMRA strives to
increase the choice of Real Ale available to
the consumer by actively promoting the
national key campaigns at a local level, by
championing excellence in customer service
in our local pubs, promoting our local
breweries, to bring the diversity they
provide for us and to object to pub closures
within our area.
Importantly, we are a social group of
likeminded people of all ages and walks of

life. Anyone is welcome to attend our
meetings. The BGP welcomes local interest,
beer related articles and letters for publication. All material should be sent to
editor@newarkcamra.org.uk
Opinions expressed within this publication
are solely those of the author and not
necessarily those of the Editor or CAMRA at
either local or national level
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From The Chairman
November is always an exciting time for Newark CAMRA. Not only are the
dark winter beers starting to arrive at our pubs but getting Christmas presents
organised is always a challenge.
But, the most important event is our AGM. This is where we elect our officers for the next year. As usual, we all step down and elections are carried out.
This is the time when we are all delighted to vote members into active rolls.
All the posts are mentioned later in this edition. I would like to highlight Ian
Randall who becomes Secretary, Nigel Russell Beer and Cider Festival Organiser, Mamadu Tyson as Young Persons, Richard Trafford as IPA Trail
Organiser and Stuart Clift takes on a new position of Social Media Coordinator. Watch this space for the new ideas they bring with them. Of course I
need to thank all those standing down and those re-elected, many for the
umpteenth time. It is good to have a mixture of fresh ideas and a stable base
on which to try them.
Now, where did I put that list?
Cheers. A Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year to you all.
Andrew Birkhead
Chairman

“There can’t be good living where there is not good drinking.”- Benjamin Franklin

Just Beer March On & Take
East Midlands Title

Pictured from left to right, Alan Ward CAMRA Regional Co-ordinator, the Four Tapsters,
Stuart Young, Paul Murphy, Phil Ayling, Duncan Neil and Carl Brett Regional Director
Newark micropub Just Beer have gone on after the Nottinghamshire title and won the East
Midlands CAMRA Pub of the Year, they have come top of around 3000 other pubs in the
region. The presentation took place on Oct 28th at Just Beer, proceedings were kicked off
by Newark branch Chairman Andrew Birkhead who explained to the audience how we
decide on a winner at branch, county and regional levels. The award was then jointly presented by Carl Brett Regional Director and Alan Ward Regional Co-ordinator. As with the
Nottinghamshire title this is now, amazingly the second time Just Beer have won the East
Midlands POTY. Duncan Neil gave an acceptance speech thanking everyone that had made
this achievement possible. Our thanks go to Mrs Suzanne Neil who put on a wonderful
buffet for all that attended. This now meant that Just Beer would go forward into the last
sixteen in the country for the National POTY Title. The achievement record for one of the
first micro’s in the country is truly amazing, a fact which the Four tapsters are rightly very
proud of. The final four have just been announced but unfortunately Just Beer didn’t make
it this time, however I’m sure this winning formula will be in a title hunt again soon.
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Pubs within the Newark branch area which always have a Local Ale
on the bar
Cross Keys, Upton - Ferry Inn, North Muskham - Fox & Crown, Newark - Real Ale
Store, Newark - Roaring Meg, Newark - Staunton Arms, Staunton - Willow Tree,
Barnby in the Willows - The Ram, Newark - Castle Barge, Newark

Pubs which usually have a Local Ale on the bar
Boot & Shoe, Flintham - Crown, Normanton on Trent– Full Moon, Morton Newark Rugby Club - Hearty Goodfellow, Southwell - Old Coach House, Southwell
- Final Whistle, Southwell - Reindeer, Southwell - Just Beer, Newark - Vaults,
Newark - Sir John Arderne, Newark - Prince Rupert, Newark - Flying Circus,
Newark - The Robin Hood Theatre, Averham on performance days

Newark & District Pub &
Brewery News
The Ram
This takes the latest prize for the most expensive pint of mainstream session (3.5-4.4%) cask
beer currently in the Newark area with their Timothy Taylors Landlord at £4.35 a pint!
The unsuspecting CAMRA member who paid this is now reported to be in a stable condition
and recovering well from the shock.

The White Swan
Stuart & Ali, formerly of the Clay Tavern have now taken over here after their unexpected
move from the Clay.
As some of you will know, the Swan was in a state of some dis-repair. However, the couple
are busy re-decorating throughout and making repairs as they go along, the place is looking
much brighter. They currently have three casks on and the beer is now evidently coming
through clean lines. We wish them all the very best and hope they have every success in the
future here.

Blue Monkey Brewery
A planning application was submitted by the Blue Monkey Brewery in respect of changing
the former Nat West bank building on Church Street in Southwell into a pub and restaurant.
Please see the separate article. (Fleet Street Reporting) After local consultations it was later
announced this application had been withdrawn.

Roaring Meg
It has been announced that the Roaring Meg on Barnby Gate has been placed on the open
market for £295,000, whilst we are aware it has had its share of trading issues over recent
years it is hoped it will be purchased with intention of keeping it as a public house. We will
be monitoring the situation closely.

New Brewery
A new brewery, the Beermats Brewing Company at Winkburn has been detected on our
radar. They have a core range of beers in place which can be seen on their web site
www.beermatsbeer.co.uk A brewery visit will hopefully be arranged in the near future.

Springhead Brewery
Local micro-brewery, Springhead, took home the silver medal at SIBA's Midlands Independent Beer Awards, Cask Standard Bitters and Pale Ales category this week, for their triplehopped citrussy American Pale Ale, Outlawed. The prestigious industry awards took place at
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Nottingham Rugby Club in West Bridgford, Nottingham, with nearly 350 cask and bottled
beers from across the region judged by a panel of brewers, industry experts and beer journalists. Please see separate article.
The Sawmill
The bell has finally tolled for the pub which first opened in 1981, at the Newark & Sherwood Council planning meeting on the 7th November permission was finally granted for
Marstons to demolish the pub and build two shop units on the site with a car park. An ACV
was granted on the pub in May of last year which triggered a ban on its sale giving the community or any other parties six months to come up with proposals to save the pub, Marstons said it had received no proposals or offers via the ACV process.

The hard part about being a bartender is figuring out who is drunk and who is just
stupid.

Image Counts!

However, I have got to say guys, we do not
always help ourselves here and often give
With being the editor of this prestigious publi- these people fuel for their fires. You may say
cation, (takes a bow) I take an active interest who cares, well I do for one, and I’m sure
in pretty much anything said or published in
many others do also that are trying hard to
the world that is remotely connected to the
get our points and campaigns across to the
consuming and brewing of beer, and cider of public and people in power that can bring
course!
about much needed change. One of the big
I follow countless pages and groups on social points highlighted by the revitalisation project
media, forever looking for that snippet of
report was the need for a change of image
information and the latest gossip. Browsing
and how we are perceived in the eyes of the
through these countless posts I often come
general public.
across the “CAMRA slur”, where individuals
Before you next stand at the bar and declare
take great pleasure in slating our members,
on CAMRA’s behalf that the beer the young
our image and the organisations policies in
man just being served has ordered is not
general. These slurs are, quite often found on “proper” beer just because it is served at a
the “craft beer” forums and pages, where
couple of degrees colder than the CAMRA
amongst their followers they have an
guideline suggests real ale should be served
abundance of, the modern day “beer snob”
at, or it comes out of the wrong type of diswho believes his chosen beverage is the only penser. I hope you can take a moment to conone that is worth drinking, the plain
sider exactly what it is you are saying and po“ignorant” who hasn’t really got a clue what it tentially doing, firstly a guideline is just that,
is they are consuming only that it’s in fashion as it suggests, a guideline and not a measureand therefore makes them stand out. Oh yes ment or ruling set in stone. For the purpose of
it certainly does! Then there is the good old
entries into the GBG it maybe a strict measure
keyboard warrior, whom whilst online will
but it stops there and we need to remember
take on the world yet in public rarely gets his that, there are a couple of old phrases that
chin off his chest. This is the sad guy that
spring to mind too, such as “each to their
craves the attention that comes from making own” and “live and let live”, there is also the
outrageous statements about anything and
strong possibility that you could well be alienanyone that comes into their sights. I am well ating a potential future member of CAMRA. If
aware, from experience that the only thing to however you consider the points I have just
do with these people is ignore them to take
made and you still believe you are right and in
away that attention they crave and thrive on, fact you would actually be educating the
having said that I am often sorely tempted to young man in question then please, give some
pen a stinging reply but generally resist.
serious consideration to your own continued
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membership as I would suggest you are
really not helping the cause.
Having touched on the fact we may not
always help ourselves with the image issue,
it was with shock and horror that I looked
upon the latest membership advert from our
HQ marketing team. I mean, have you seen
it? C’mon guys, seriously, is that what you,
our marketing team see as a true representation of our membership? The mix of people
is one thing, the ladies look lovely but two
bushy beards and a superman T shirt! What
are you doing to us? You are just making us a

target for the kind of “slurs” I mentioned
earlier. I appreciate that in PR and advertising there is no such thing as bad publicity but
you/we are actually trying to sell a product,
which are memberships and in retail one bad
review will neutralise a hundred good ones
every time.
Bearing that in mind, rest assured that
advert will not appear in our magazine.
Rant over.
The Editor

Beer A to Z Crossword
All the beers can be found in the new GBG

Answers in the back
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“Here's to beer, the rose coloured glasses of life”- F. Scott Fitzgerald

Beer By Seven Year Olds
A handful of 7 year old children were asked what they thought of beer.
There were some interesting responses, but the last one is especially
touching.
“I think beer must be good. My dad says the more beer he drinks the
prettier my mum gets.” – Tim
“Beer makes my dad sleepy and we get to watch what we want on tv when
he is asleep, so beer is good.” – Melanie
“My mum and dad both like beer. My mum gets funny when she drinks it
and takes her top off at parties, but my dad doesn’t think it is very funny.”
– Grady
“My mum and dad talk funny when they drink beer and the more they
drink the more they give kisses to each other, which is a good thing.”
– Toby
“My dad gets funny on beer. He is funny. He also wets his pants sometimes,
so he shouldn’t have too much.” – Sarah
“My dad loves beer. The more he drinks, the better he dances. One time he
danced right into the pool.” – Lily
“I don’t like beer very much. Every time dad drinks it, he burns the sausages
on the barbeque and they taste disgusting.” – Ethan
“I give dad’s beer to the dog and he goes to sleep” – Shirley

And The Best Response
“My mum drinks beer and she says silly things and picks on my father.
Whenever she drinks beer she yells at dad and tells him to go bury his bone
down the street again, but that doesn’t make any sense.” – Jack
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Hope Valley Ale Trail
Despite telling the TrainLine website that I wished to go to Sheffield via Nottingham, in order
to meet up with some fellow travellers, it would constantly insist on taking me through to
Doncaster. Eventually I gave up with the website and resorted to the old fashioned method
of talking to a real human in the Newark Castle ticket office.
My companions joined at Fiskerton and we continued to Nottingham, where we had time
for a breakfast sandwich, prior to boarding the Sheffield train, where we were due to meet
the rest of the gang. What we weren't prepared for was meeting more police officers than I
could shake a stick at, complete with cars, vans, horses and dogs. Hurrah for the opening
day of the football season.
We took the two carriage hopper train to
Liverpool Lime Street, planning to alight at
Chinley as the starting point for this jaunt,
with a view to hopping on and off the hourly
service back to Sheffield. As it transpired we
were a little early for the Chinley pubs,
(according to the Hope Valley website) so we
opted to continue to New Mills, where there
were six pubs listed, the earliest of which
opened at 9:00am. Bizarrely, a return ticket
from Chinley to New Mills, was £2.80. If I had
requested New Mills as my destination at
Newark Castle my ticket would have been £12.60 more expensive! Makes no sense to me.
New Mills is a delightful, small, High Peak town, just a short uphill walk from the station. It's
very picturesque with a high street of independent shops and businesses, which had me
reaching for Rightmove on my phone almost before I had got my first beer. Our first port of
call was Pride of The Peaks and a lovely pub it was too, with two ales on and friendly staff
and locals at 11 in the morning. One pint
down, we moved further up the High Street
to The Royal Oak. A Robinsons pub where we
again met a very friendly landlord with a
choice of four ales.
On walking back towards the station we met
a group walking up who had stopped at Chinley and they kindly told us not to believe the
website as both Chinley pubs were well outside the village and it would be difficult to
manage one in an hour and impossible to
manage both. The executive decision was to
skip Chinley and move straight on to Edale where there were ostensibly two pubs but we
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found The Ramblers adjacent to the station
and stayed there.
Our next stop was Hope, where there were
two pubs listed. Unfortunately the village was
about 20 minutes walk from the station so we
opted to make this the lunch stop and take
two hours. We started at The Woodroffe, a
Green King pub with two GK ales on, not an
inspiring choice but well kept nonetheless. We
then moved across the road to the Old Hall
Hotel where there was both good ale and good food.
Hunger pangs dealt with, we moved on again to Hathersage, skipping Bamford on the way.
There are two pubs in Hathersage, but the closest, The Little John, is still a 20 minute walk
from the station so we only managed the one, where the Cotleigh Barn Owl was not in best
condition, two pints were swapped for Peroni!
Sadly, due to rail connections for some on the
way home to Hinckley, Leicester or Nottingham,
time was starting to defeat us so we continued
on past Grindleford and Dore in order to end
the day at the Sheffield Tap. Being a football
day, we were not the only ones to have that
idea, but we still got served in reasonable time
and even managed to secure seats for us all.
All in all, this has the potential to be a very
pleasant day out, it just needs a little more fine
tuning with regard to walking distances and opening times. Maybe I will see it as my duty to
try it again, just to furnish you all with the best possible information for your own jolly.
RAS.

Looking Good For Springhead
At the recent 2017 SIBA Midlands Independent Beer Awards held at the Nottingham rugby
club, West Bridgford, Springhead brewery
were awarded a Silver medal for their triplehopped citrussy APA, Outlawed in the Cask
Standard Bitters and Pale Ales category. This
follows a Gold for their porter, Drop O’ The
Black Stuff in last year’s awards.
Along with the success at the SIBA awards,
Springhead have also been nominated for the
Best Artisan Business Award in the North Notts
Business Awards.

Head brewer, Keir Teasdale receiving the
SIBA Silver award

They are regularly brewing seasonal specials with the most recent one on offer having been
Surrender, a South Pacific pale made with Vienna Malt and the finest Equinox and Cascade
hops for a hit of tropical fruit flavours. Coming up for the Festive period are two seasonal
brews, Fallen Angel, a pale beer with citrussy flavours and a cinnamon warmth. Rudolph’s
Ruin, which is caramel coloured, with fruity flavours of dates and figs. Both should be available now. If that isn’t enough, there is also a brand new concoction which has been named
Exodus. It is a 3.7%, bright golden session beer, brewed with Pale and Munich malt, Cascade
hops and a natural grapefruit infusion for a bold tropical citrus burst. This should also be
available now. To top that list off, there is also an increasing range of Craft beers in keg available for those that are that way inclined.
It’s good to see a local brewery producing so many seasonal and new brews successfully,
keep up the good work.
The Editor
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Fleet Street Reporting
Recently, as you may be aware, the Blue
Monkey brewery applied for planning
permission to change the old Nat West building on Church Street, Southwell, David Parker
of the Newark Advertiser reported on this
with an article published on their web site.

ken to one of the licensees in Southwell, it
appears the local pubs are not all as united in
objection as the article would lead you to
believe. Some do, support the application
but again there was no mention of this in the
Advertiser article. This is the sort of biased,
sensationalist reporting we would expect of a
Fleet Street tabloid paper, not from a local
community newspaper where I would have
hoped, a more balanced and fairer story
would be presented. Perhaps the author David Parker has ambition of being a Fleet
Street man, who knows. Hopefully whilst he
writes for the Advertiser we may get a fairer
report of the facts in future.

I have written this in direct response and
condemnation of that article, I feel as the
editor of this magazine it is my duty to
ensure CAMRA members and our readers are
fully aware of all the facts and not just the
one-sided slant as reported by the Advertiser.

It has now been announced that the application for change of usehas been dropped,
owner of Blue Monkey Brewery Mr Trevor
Vickers was quoted to say “I can understand
their objections and that is part of the reason
I have withdrawn the application, there’s a
lot of interest in it from people who want to
do something similar to me” he said. Mr
They approached the Newark CAMRA Branch
Vickers had meetings with local residents to
asking for a statement on the application,
listen to their views and concerns and clearly
this was discussed at the 5th October branch
took them on board in coming to his decimeeting where it was agreed we fully supsion.
ported the application and a statement was
drafted to that effect and sent to the Adver- As far as the objectors are concerned I would
tiser. You may note there is no mention of
imagine they see this battle as won, the war
this statement or quotes from it in the Adhowever is not over with “a lot of interest”
vertiser article such as, “we feel that this
being reported in the property which has still
proposal will complement the existing real
to go to auction and be sold. I just wonder if
ale and cider pubs in the middle of town and perhaps maybe the objectors could possibly
look forward to its opening.” Which is a dihave “bitten off their nose to spite their face”
rect quote from the statement. Having spoas the new owner is yet to emerge, with
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further plans and applications to surely be
put forward. They could well have a really
tough battle to come and may have been
better off with Blue Monkey’s proposal given
that the owner was actually prepared to sit
down, talk and listen to the locals objections
and concerns and was obviously prepared to
work with them. Let’s hope the old banks
eventual new owners are too.

It is also my hope that the reported united
negativity from some of the pubs was not
portrayed over the bar, as we all know there
is nothing more enjoyable than to quaff a
pint or two whilst listening to a landlord
continuously moan!
The Editor

Brewery A to Z Wordsearch
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Crossword Answers
Across

Down

2/ JESTER
4/ LIFEBOAT
8/ RAMPART
10/ ZULU DAWN
11/ PIKE
12/ GASKET
13/ ABDUCTION
16/ QUENCH
18/ UNDERDOG
21 FALLEN ANGEL
23/ VALHALLA
24/ EASY RIDER
25/ THIRTEEN

1/ HARLOT
3/ SEAMLESS
5/ ILLUSION
6/ BAD KITTY
7/ MACBETH
9/ KANGAROO
14/ DARK KNIGHT
15/ CHAMELEON
17/ YANKEE
19/ OBELISK
20/ NARROW BOAT
22/ WHATEVER
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“Beer makes you feel as you ought to feel without beer.” Henry Lawson

Did You Know

White Shield bottle conditioned beer was first produced as long ago as 1829
In 1829, Worthington launched East India
Pale Ale, their first IPA. It was exported to
British expatriates across the Empire, mostly
officers and civil servants, as the soldiers
tended to drink the cheaper porter. Its distribution in the United Kingdom improved following the growth of the railways. The beer
was brewed using the Burton Union system.
The White Shield logo was introduced from
the 1870s, and by the end of the nineteenth
century the beer took on this name with
drinkers. Worthington officially renamed
their India Pale Ale "White Shield" from 1950.
92,000 barrels of White Shield were brewed
in 1952–53. However, by the 1960s White
Shield had become a cult drink brewed in
small quantities for a dedicated following;
production in 1965 was just 15,000 barrels as
drinkers switched to filtered and pasteurised
bottled and keg beers. It found renewed popularity in the early 1970s as the demand for
real ale grew, but lost this position as cask ale
became easier to find.
Bass relocated production from Burton to
their Hope & Anchor brewery in Sheffield in
1981, and the beer ceased to be brewed using the Burton Union method. Production in
1988 totalled 12,000 barrels. The Hope &
Anchor brewery was closed down in 1992,
and production was moved to Cape Hill in
Birmingham, before production was contract-
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ed to King and Barnes of Sussex in 1998. By
this time, production was down to just 1,000
barrels a year, and the beer's long-term survival was in doubt. The King and Barnes brewery closed down in 2000, and production
moved to the Bass owned White Shield microbrewery in Burton upon Trent.
In 2000, a total of 500 barrels were produced;
this was forecast to grow to 1,000 barrels by
2009. In 2010, production was moved to the
newly constructed William Worthington's
Brewery, a microbrewery based at the National Brewery Centre in Burton. It also produces other Worthington beers such as E and
seasonal beers. In 2012, increasing demand
saw White Shield production moved to the
main Coors brewery in Burton. In 2013, Roger
Protz described White Shield as the highest
selling bottle conditioned beer in Britain.
White Shield is brewed using pale malt and a
small amount of crystal malt. The hops used
are Challenger, Fuggles and Northdown.
Different yeasts are used for primary and
secondary fermentation. After primary fermentation, the beer is conditioned in bulk for
three weeks. Once packaged, it is matured in
the bottle for a month before being sent out
for distribution. Molson Coors claim that the
beer will continue to mature in the bottle for
up to three years. Former White Shield brewer Steve Wellington described the product in
2011 as "pretty much unchanged since
appearing first in 1829".

